
 

Financial Management Services 
Business Rule Categories 

 
 
Financial Management Service (FMS) systems and processes must reflect and enforce program 
business rules.  Entities that will contract with a FMS provider should determine program business 
rules prior to procuring services.  To determine program business rules, programs should develop 
answers to the questions listed here at a minimum.  Additional business rules may also apply. 
 
The FMS model (i.e. Agency with Choice, Government Fiscal/Employer Agent, and Vendor 
Fiscal/Employer Agent) will impact the development of program business rules.  The following 
presents some categories for which program business rules are often developed, regardless of model.  
Rules should be developed in accordance with the model used.   
 
Additional detail is provided in Appendix A. 
 
 
  

1. Who can be an employee? 
 

2. When can a paid worker be an independent contractor? 
 

3. What are paid worker qualifications? 
 

4. Who can be the common law employer of paid workers1? 
 

5. What are service parameters? 
 

6. Are there rules about payment rates or dates? 
 

7. What are rules for how and when budgeted funds can be used? 
 

8. With whom can the FMS provider communicate? 
 

9. What are Customer Service timeframe requirements? 

                                                 
1 Applicable if Government Fiscal/Employer Agent or Vendor/Fiscal Employer Agent model is used.  If 

Agency with Choice model is used, the Agency is the primary employer and the Participant is the 

Managing Employer. 
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Appendix A 
 

1. Who can be a paid employee? 
a. Family members 
b. Legally responsible family members (e.g., spouses)  
c. Legal guardians 
d. Representatives (usually it is suggested that Representatives NOT be paid employees 

in addition to serving as a Representative) 
e. Other 
 

2. When can a paid worker be an independent contractor rather than an employee? 
a. Nurse 
b. Physical Therapist 
c. Environmental Modification Contractor 
d. Occupational Therapist 
e. Other 
 

3. What are paid worker qualifications? 
In other words, what do you want the worker to have to do or have done prior to providing 
service to the participant?  Are there any timeframe requirements for any qualifications? 

a. Different requirements for performing different services  
b. Background checks 
c. Driving record 
d. Do qualifications have to be obtained before service is provided? 
 

4. Who can be the common law employer? 
This question applies to programs using an F/EA model.  Ideally the participant is the 
common law employer, but in some cases someone else in the participant’s life may be in a 
better position to hire, manage and schedule workers and therefore should be the employer.  
Who will your program allow to be the common law employer? 

a. Participant 
b. Legal Guardian 
c. Representative 
d. Other 
 

5. What are service parameters? 
Your program will likely have certain rules about the services that can be selected and under 
what circumstances those services can be funded. 

a. What services available in the traditional service model can also be purchased under 
the participant-directed option?  Are there any services that are never allowed to be 
purchased with the participant-directed option? 

b. When is a participant considered “active” in the program?  When can the FMS 
collect an administrative fee for the participant? 

c. Are any goods or services prohibited? 
i. Are there any goods or services a participant is prohibited from purchasing 

if they purchase certain other goods or services? 
d. Under what circumstances would a payment not be made even if the good or 

service was procured? 
e. Can a participant receive services from multiple workers simultaneously? 
f. Can a participant receive multiple services simultaneously? 



 

g. Can a worker provide service to multiple participants simultaneously? 
h. Must a service referral exist for any services?   

i. From a business rule perspective, what information will the FMS get about 
what service or item is listed in the plan of care and can be paid from the 
budget?  Will the budget include those specifications as in the plan of care?  
Or must the FMS reconcile the budget to the plan of care?  Or is there 
some other process? 

i. Are any services authorized for one-time only? 
j. Do any services have a maximum number of units that can be provided in a given 

time period? 
k. How are over and under expenditures tracked? 
l. Can a participant “save” funds?  What rules exist about saving funds? 
m. Can a participant use funds from a future budget period (e.g. borrow $50 this month 

from next month’s budget)?  What are the rules about using funds from a future 
budget period? 

 
10. Are there rules about payment rates or dates? 

a. Are there minimum or maximum amounts that workers or providers can be paid for 
different services? 

b. Can a timesheet or invoice with a future date of service be paid? 
c. Must the timesheet or invoice be submitted and paid within a certain time period 

from the date of service or purchase? 
 

11. What are rules for how and when budgeted funds can be used? 
a. Are budget funds authorized in service groups?  

a. e.g: a certain amount applied to participant-directed services, but funds can 
be used for any type of participant-directed service.   

b. A certain amount for traditional model services, but funds can be used for 
any type of participant-directed service.   

c. A certain amount for employee services 
d. A certain amount for goods 
e. A certain amount for recreation, but funds can be used for any type of 

recreation 
b. If savings can be accrued, what is the maximum amount that can be saved in a time 

period? 
c. Do budgets specify agreed upon rates for workers? 
d. What happens if a participant submits timesheet or invoice with a different rate than 

specified in the budget? 
e. Must the FMS ensure total spending for all program participants is within any 

district, region or other limits? 
 

12. With whom can the FMS communicate? 
a. Who can the FMS talk to about the participant? 
b. Who can the FMS talk to about payments? 
c. Can the FMS communicate with the participant’s employees?  Vendors? 
 

13. What are Customer Service timeframe requirements? 
a. Time requirements to respond to a voicemail? 
b. Time requirements to respond to a complaint? 
 

14. Billing 
a. What is the process to bill service expenditures? 



 

b. Is there a timely filing rule? 
c. What are cash flow requirements? 


